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Background
● Police are over three times more
likely to shoot an unarmed Black
American than an unarmed
White American (Ross, 2015)
● Non-Black people who are
primed with an image of a Black
American more rapidly associate
the picture with a gun and are
more likely to confuse a harmless
object he is holding with a
weapon (Judd et al., 2004).

Scales to measure racial and social biases. Sample question:
“On a scale of 0-100, how much do you agree with the statement ‘It’s easy
to understand the struggle of black people in the US.’”

Attach fNIRS cap, record neural activity in prefrontal cortex
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Results

● Participants
who did the
stereotype
reduction task
showed more
prefrontal cortical activity
than those in the stereotype
maintenance task
● However, there was no
significant difference in
IAT scores between the
maintenance and reduction conditions

Discussion
Research Questions

● The stereotype reduction task required more
cortical activity, suggesting an increase in cognitive
control, but we saw no evidence of an
accompanying decrease in stereotype bias
● Future studies will explore this association further
with more participants and in specific areas within
the PFC

● Can a stereotype-reduction
training task decrease stereotype
bias by increasing cognitive
control?
● Can we measure cognitive
control by recording neural
activity in the prefrontal cortex
with functional near-infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS)?
● Will an increase in cognitive
control positively correlate with
motivation to act without
prejudice?

Limitations
Race
and
Weapons
IAT

● Most participants were Caucasian female
psychology majors
● Constant finger movements during tasks created
noise that required us to omit some participants’
data, leading to a small sample size

